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I offer a collection of 2 User Sets and one User Program Bank, described below, that are 
designed to facilitate the playing of a variety of styles on the Roland FR-1x virtual accordion.  
To order, just email me at the email address above, and whenever you are ready to make the 
purchase I will send you an invoice through Paypal. You can pay from your own Paypal 
account or with a credit card. I will immediately send all of the programming, plus instructions, 
as email attachments. You only need to download the files and transfer the 1x files to a flash 
drive for importing to the 1x. Feel free to ask whatever questions you have before and after 
the purchase. 
The price of the programming is $75. Included in this price is whatever advice you need to 
install and use the programming. If you eventually sell your 1x, please either restore the unit 
to factory defaults or let the buyer know that my programming should not be distributed freely. 
Please see my web site at www.noelaccordion.com for demonstrations and tutorials for the 
FR-1x.  
These sets and user programs have been created from the ground up rather than transferred 
from another v-accordion. The 1x speakers and other features are sufficiently different from 
other v-accordions that the programming needs to be tailored to the 1x, and that is what I 
have done. 
 

USER SETS.  Complete descriptions of the content of each User Set is provided upon purchase, or upon request.    
 
601.ST3 JAZZY  Intended for standards and jazz tunes. Includes vibes, twin trumpets, flute, two organ settings, 

harmonica and jazz scat voices.  
602.ST3 COUNTRY/ EUROPEAN  Intended for country, cajun, zydeco, German, French, and Italian, it features banjos, 

mandolin, guitars, Bagpipes, and many other voices for these styles. 
 
 
USER PROGRAMS   
Each of the 8 User Programs is a preset that allows you to quickly and accurately access combinations of sounds drawn 
from the sets. These are shortcuts to desired sounds, and are created from the user sets.  
 
Bank 703.UP3 allows you to instantly access a 8 different sound combinations from the treble, bass, chord, and percussion 
sections. I provide these User Programs in part to allow you to better understand and appreciate how they work. You will 
find the User Programs to be a handy way of organizing your preferred sound combinations and you can easily create your 
own bank from my User Sets. 
 


